
5 tips for restful
sleep in all seasons 

Signs you have an eating disorder
and what you can do about it

The changing climatic condi-
tions in our country, from heat-
wave to heavy monsoon and

extreme winter, can be tough on the
body of growing children. It affects
their sleeping pattern too, which
can have a negative impact on
their overall health and learn-
ing. So, kids, to sleep soundly,

understand it’s impor-
tance and follow

this advice.

As an indispensable part of a healthy lifestyle, every-
one needs to get good sleep every night. Over the

years, studies have proved that children who regularly
get an adequate amount of sleep tend to have good over-
all mental and physical health. On the contrary, sleep
deprivation may lead to more serious problems in chil-
dren. Insufficient sleep is likely a risk factor for type 2 di-
abetes in kids and teens. Children who sleep less have bad
cardiometabolic health, as measured by larger waistlines,
higher blood pressure, and lower levels of good choles-
terol in the blood. In addition to this, poor sleep quality,
as well as lack of sleep, are related to learning and mem-
ory problems in children. So, having a healthy sleep cy-
cle is essential. This is true even for weekends and holi-
days when it is tempting to stay up late at night and wake
up later in the morning. While that is ok once in a while,
quitting a healthy sleep pattern on weekends is not a good
idea. Studies have shown that maintaining a proper sleep-
wake cycle in weekends is essential. Here are some steps
you can take to make sure that you are getting undisturbed
sleep, come weekdays or weekend. Take charge of your
sleep and you will reap the benefits all your life.

BY DR SIDDHANT BHARGAVA, 

Fitness and Nutritional Scientist, 
Co-Founder of Food Darzee

It is important to maintain a consistent sleep schedule
throughout the year. Avoid the temptation of staying

up too late on weekends; yes, allow yourself some leeway,
let’s say of 30 to 45 minutes. But not more than that.
Request your parents to not be too restrictive and let you
do that. Have a consistent bedtime routine because it pro-
motes a consistent sleep schedule. Have a calming activ-
ity before you go to bed like listening to your favourite
music or reading a feel good book. It’s alright to scroll
through social media or news on your phone at night but
do that only for a limited time. Keep a check on the amount
of time you do that as doing it for long can interfere with
the quality of your sleep. Keep your sleeping area cool,
quiet, dark, and comfortable. If you have a pillow that is
not very comfortable, inform your parents about it and
get better cosier options.

1) MAINTAIN A CONSISTENT SLEEP
SCHEDULE 

Daytime behaviour 
affects how well peo-

ple of all ages, especially,
children sleep at night.
Therefore, as change of
season brings an unstruc-
tured routine, it is impor-
tant to stick to the same
healthy lifestyle. Get
enough exercise and have
a playful time during the
day. It will allow you to
sleep early and quickly at
night, without much effort.

2) INVEST IN
HEALTHY DAYTIME
HABITS

Studies suggest that bed-
time snacks can help

people, especially children,
sleep well. For instance, a
glass of milk helps induce
sleep. Add foods contain-
ing nutrients that assist
with serotonin production,
necessary for the secretion
of melatonin  (a hormone
that initiates the sleep cy-
cle) in your diet. Foods like
bananas, pineapple, wal-
nuts, and grapes help. Fur-
ther, to promote better
sleep, give a greater em-
phasis on a healthier and
balanced diet. Include
wholesome foods like
fruits, vegetables, and
whole grains in your diet.
Also, have seasonal fruits,
avocado, curd with honey,
coconut water, etc. in the
daytime to beat the hu-
midity and keep your gut
in good condition.

3) EAT HEALTHY,
SLEEP WELL  

Switch to lukewarm or slightly cool shower as soon as
monsoon arrives. Ease yourself into bedtime by spend-

ing some time in the shower and getting into comfortable
night clothes. Check the temperature of air conditioning
and keep it cool but not too cold.

4) GO FOR LUKEWARM SHOWER 

Remember that sleep hygiene is as important as health
hygiene for all to stay healthy. Understanding it and

taking it seriously will help students develop healthy bed-
time habits and once good sleeping habits are formed,
they last for a lifetime. Sleeping on the same time every
night (almost) and getting up at the same time every morn-
ing is the foundation of a robust sleep hygiene. Follow
that and keep your health in good order. It will also in-
crease your focus and concentration in class.

5) MAINTAIN SLEEP HYGIENE ALWAYS

PSYCHOLOGICAL 
SYMPTOMS
Teens or kids who suffer from eating
disorders may also develop psychologi-
cal symptoms including:

 Obsession over appearance

 Low self-esteem and low confidence

 Expressing guilt after eating

 Stress, anxiety and anger

 Panic attacks

 Extreme mood
swings

 Self harm and sui-
cidal thoughts

HOW TO TALK TO 
PARENTS ABOUT YOUR 
DISORDER

Talking to elders about eating dis-
orders may be more difficult
than you think because it is not

always easy to express what you are
going through. 

Eating disorders can impact men-
tal health. Therefore, not choosing
your words cautiously can do more
harm. The first step is to ask your eld-
ers to listen to your problems. Then let
them know what is happening to you,
you may not always know why, but tell
them whatever you feel.

Educate your-
self about eating
disorders so you
can carefully
break it down
for your par-
ents, without
alarming them.
Express your concerns
and if you have issues with any food,
do convey it to them. 

In worst case scenarios, when
your parents cannot intervene any fur-
ther, they may seek professional help,
which is great as it can really benefit
your health. 

WHY IS SLEEP SO IMPORTANT? 

WEEKEND TO-DO

INDOOR GAMES you can play
with family RECREATING 

OLD PICTURES

Afun thing to do with your
family is recreating old

pictures. You can bring out
your old picture albums and
pick out photos with your fam-
ily members. Now try making
the same pose and facial ex-
pression and click a picture.
You will not just have a lot of
fun doing it, but will also rem-
inisce about some good old
(and new) memories.

USE THAT OLD DECK OF
CARDS

Cards always come handy
when you don’t have any-

thing else to play. Not only are
cards easy to play but also in-
volve a lot of fun. You can play
UNO, rummy, poker and many
more games with just a single
pack of cards.

PICTIONARY

Another exciting game which would
surely be liked by your family is

pictionary. Just divide your family mem-
bers into equal halves and form two
teams. Team A will give a word to the
picturist of Team B, who will draw the
picture on board. He can’t speak or
write the word. His team has to guess
the word by what he draws. The team
with the most number of guesses wins.

DUMB CHARADES

One can never go wrong with the old school game of dumb
charades. Also known as ‘dumsharast’, ‘dumbsharat’ and

what not, dumb charades have been the 
favourite family game since time immemo-
rial. All you need to do is divide your family
into equal halves and form two teams. Team
A will give a movie name to the person who
comes up from Team B. The person has to en-
act out the movie name without opening
his mouth and only using gestures. The
team with the maximum number of
guesses will win. Games like these will
not only sweep away your boredom but will
also help you and your family bond together.

TREASURE HUNT

If you are looking for some light-hearted game to
play with your whole family, then treasure hunt

is ideal for you. Just gather a few things like a book,
shampoo bottle, socks, etc., and hide them in dif-
ferent places in your house. Now, ask all your fam-
ily members to try and find it. The person who is
able to find the maximum number of things will be
the winner.

STAYING AT HOME THE WHOLE DAY COULD BE 

A BORING AND MONOTONOUS TASK FOR ADULTS

AND CHILDREN ALIKE. IN ORDER TO BREAK THE

MONOTONY AND DO SOMETHING EXCITING, HERE 

ARE A FEW INDOOR ACTIVITIES YOU CAN DO 

WHICH INVOLVES THE WHOLE FAMILY

MOM...DID YOU KNOW?  

Is your mother feeling stressed
about work and about life in
general post pandemic? For-

tunately, for moms of today, help
not only comes in the form of hu-
man resources – kind relatives
who offer to help out ever so of-
ten – but also in the form of tech-
nology. Here is a look at five apps
that have the capacity to make
YOUR mom’s life infinitely easi-
er and calmer.

FIND WHAT FEELS GOOD
This is a yoga app founded by

Youtuber, Adrienne Mishler. The reason
we recommend this app for your parents
is because it brings you at-home yoga
practice without any feeling of guilt or
pressure. Her sessions are underlined by
compassion and understanding and the
exercise videos range from high intensity
to gentle flow, and mostly focuses on
vinyasa – which is a smooth flow good for
both your mind and body.

CALM
It has short and

medium length guided
meditation for all kinds
of moods, and offers
you the peace and sani-
ty that’s hard to get in
the hustle of life.

SHEROES
A combina-

tion of two words
– she and heroes –
Sheroes is a plat-
form that offers
women all kinds
of support and
e m p o w e r m e n t
they need. It is a good interactive and networking
space, where you can learn about health, career
and relationship matters. This app can help your
mother stay abreast with gender-related news, and
also offers its community members counselling on
all aspects of life.

TODOIST
Todoist is
your to-do
list simpli-
fied. It sets
re m i n d e r s,
and will
allow your
mother to
prioritise tasks in an easy manner and may
help her put-together her life more efficiently.

MOMPRESSO
It is an app by moms catering
mostly to mothers. While its
content focuses on parenting
tips as well as career advice, it
provides a plethora of
resources for moms of all ages
to empower themselves. The
stories told on this app are on
various topics, including
health, food, travel and living.

HEALTH
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As concerning as any form of eat-
ing disorders may be, it is diffi-
cult for people to recognise it, es-

pecially, when you are struggling with
it in your adolescent years. Parents may
also often not suspect anything until it’s
reached a dangerous stage.

Many brush it off as a “phase”.
However, doing so will only harm your
health. You can understand your body
and what it says better than anybody
else. So, get to know about eating disor-
ders and their tell-tale signs. Once you
are aware of the symptoms, you can con-
vey it to your elders and they can help
you in overcoming it.

What is an eating 
disorder?

Eating disorder is not just one con-
dition, rather a range of psycho-

logical conditions that can lead to poor
eating habits. Initially, one may develop
an obsession with food, weight and one’s
body shape, which may cause them to
alter their eating behaviour.

There are many types 
of eating disorders. 
These include:
ANOREXIA - People who suffer from
anorexia are obsessed with being thin
and go to extraordinary length to keep
weight gain at bay.
BULIMIA - Bulimia is a condition,
wherein people tend to binge eat a lot
and then take measures to get rid of the
calories they just consumed. This could
make them very sick.
BINGE EATING DISORDER (BED) -

This is a disorder in which people binge
eat on unhealthy foods frequently, even
when they are not hungry.
EATING DISORDERS NOT OTHER-
WISE SPECIFIED (EDNOS) - Also
called atypical eating disorders, eating
disorders not otherwise specified is an
eating disorder for people who do not
fall into the diagnostic criteria for any
other eating disorders.

PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS CAN VARY.
SOME OF THEM INCLUDE:
 Unexplained weight gain or loss
 Fatigue and exhaustion
 Gastrointestinal issues
 Dizziness or feeling lightheaded
 Chills
Mouth infections
 Bruises and scars on fingers,

knuckles, etc.
 Bad breath

THESE 5 APPS CAN HELP YOUR MOTHER

STAY CALM, ORGANISED AND FIT!

FAMILY TIME
SATURDAY, JULY 23, 2022

CLICK HERE: PAGE 3 AND 4
“A happy family is but 

an earlier heaven.”
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW, NOVELIST & PLAYWRIGHT 03



THE INDIAN CONTINGENT

SWIMMING

Sajan Prakash | Srihari Nataraj | Kushagra Rawat | Advait Page

WRESTLING

Women - Pooja Gehlot - 50kg | Vinesh Phogat - 53kg | 
Anshu Malik - 57kg | Sakshi Malik - 62kg | Divya Kakran - 68kg |

Pooja Sihag - 76kg

Men - Ravi Kumar Dahiya - 57kg | Bajrang Punia - 65kg | 
Naveen - 74kg | Deepak Punia - 86kg | Deepak - 97kg

WEIGHT LIFTING

Women - Mirabai Chanu - 49kg | Bindyarani Devi - 55kg | 
Popy Hazarika - 59kg | Usha Kumara - 87kg | Purnima Pandey - +87kg

Men - Sanket Mahadev - 55kg | Chanambam Rishikanta Singh - 55kg |
Jeremy Lalrinnunga - 67kg | Achinta Sheuli - 73kg | 

Ajay Singh - 81kg  | Vikas Thakur - 96kg | Ragala Venkat Rahul - 96kg

TABLE TENNIS

Men - Achanta Sharath Kamal | Sathiyan Gnanasekaran | 
Sanil Shetty | Harmeet Desai

Women - Manika Batra | Diya Chitale | Sreeja Akula | Reeth Rishya

HOCKEY

Women - Goalkeepers: Savita Punia (captain) | Rajani Etimarpu

Defenders: Deep Grace Ekka (vice captain) | Gurjit Kaur | 
Nikki Pradhan | Udita

Midfielders: Nisha, Sushila Chanu Pukhrambam | Monika | Neha |
Jyoti | Navjot Kaur | Salima Tete

Forwards: Vandana Katariya | Lalremsiami | Navneet Kaur |
Sharmila Devi | Sangita Kumar

Men - Goalkepers - Sreejesh P R and  Krishan Bahadur Pathak

Defenders - Varun Kumar | Surender Kumar | Harmanpreet Singh (VC)|
Amit Rohidas | Jugraj Singh | Jarmanpreet Singh

Midfielders - Manpreet Singh (C) | Hardik Singh | Vivek Sagar
Prasad | Shamsher Singh | Akashdeep Singh | Nilakanta Sharma

Forwards - Mandeep Singh | Gurjant Singh | 
Lalit Kumar Upadhyay | Abhishek

CRICKET

Harmanpreet Kaur (C) | Smriti Mandhana (VC) | Shafali Verma | 
S Meghana | Taniyaa Sapna Bhatia (Wk) | Yastika Bhatia (Wk) |

Deepti Sharma | Rajeshwari Gayakwad | Pooja Vastrakar | 
Meghna Singh | Renuka Thakur | Jemimah Rodrigues | 

Radha Yadav | Harleen Deol | Sneh Rana | 
Standby: Simran Dil Bahadur | Richa Ghosh | Poonam Yadav

BOXING

Men - Amit Panghal - 51kg | Mohammad Hussamuddin - 57kg |
Shiva Thapa - 63.5kg | Rohit Tokas - 67kg | Sumit Kundu - 75kg |

Ashish Chaudhary - 80kg | Sanjeet - 92kg | Sagar - 92+kg

Women - Nitu - 48kg | Nikhat Zareen - 50kg | Jaismine - 60kg |
Lovlina Borgohain - 70kg

ATHLETICS

Men - Avinash Sable- 3000m steeplechase
Nitender Rawat - marathon
M Sreeshankar - long Jump

Muhammed Anees Yahiya - long Jump
Abdulla Aboobacker -  triple jump
Praveen Chithravel - triple jump

Eldhose Paul -  triple jump
Neeraj Chopra - javelin throw

DP Manu - javelin throw
Rohit Yadav - javelin throw

Sandeep Kumar - 10km race walk
Amit Khatri -10km race walk
Amoj Jacob - 4x400m relay

Noah Nirmal Tom - 4x400m relay
Arokia Rajiv -  4x400m relay

Muhammed Ajmal - 4x400m relay
Naganathan Pandi - 4x400m relay

Rajesh Ramesh - 4x400m relay

Women - Dhanalakshmi Sekar - 100m & 4x100m relay
Jyothi Yarraji -  100m hurdles
Aishwarya B - long jump and triple jump

Ancy Sojan - long jump
Manpreet Kaur - shot put

Navjeet Kaur Dhilllon - wdiscus throw
Seema Punia - discus throw

Annu Rani - javelin throw
Shilpa Rani - javelin throw

Manju Bala Singh - hammer throw
Sarita Romit Singh - hammer throw

Bhawna Jat - 10km race walk
Priyanka Goswami - 10km race walk

Hima Das - 4x100m relay
Dutee Chand - 4x100m relay

Srabani Nanda - 4x100m relay
MV Jilna - 4x100m relay
NS Simi - 4x100m relay

BADMINTON

Women - PV Sindhu | Aakarshi Kashyap | Treesa Jolly | 
Gayatri Gopichand | Ashwini Ponappa

Men - Lakshya Sen | Kidambi Srikanth | Satwiksairaj Rankireddy |
Chirag Shetty | B Sumeeth Reddy

JUDO
Men - Vijay Kumar Yadav - 60kg | 

Jasleen Singh Saini - 66kg | Deepak Deswal - 100kg

Women - Shushila Devi - 48kg | Suchika Tariyal - 57kg | 
Tulika Maan -  +78kg

SQUASH
Men - Saurav Ghosal - singles and mixed doubles | 

Ramit Tandon -  singles, doubles and mixed doubles |
Abhay Singh - singles and doubles |

Harinder Pal Singh Sandhu - doubles |
Velavan Senthilkumar - doubles

Women - Joshna Chinappa - singles, doubles and mixed doubles |
Dipika Pallikal - doubles and mixed doubles | 

Sunayna Kuruvilla - singles | Anahat Singh - singles

CYCLING
Ronaldo Singh | David Beckham

JYOTI YARRAJI |100M HURDLER
India’s fastest hurdler,Jyothi comes from a humble
background.The 22-year-old clocked 13.04s to re-write
the national record for the third time in 16 days 
during the Harry Schulting Games in the Netherlands
in 2022.She was finally awarded the national record
when she won the Cyprus International Athletics
event with a 13.23-second run on May 11.She followed
that up with an even-better time of13.11s at 
Loughborough International Athletics Meet on May
22.Currently,she is ranked 1196 in women’s overall
ranking,96 in women’s 100m hurdle.

MANIKA BATRA |TABLE TENNIS PLAYER 
Tokyo 2020,Batra became the first women's table tennis 
player from India to make it to the round of32 in singles at
an Olympics.She first rose to fame at the 2018 Commonwealth
Games in Gold Coast,Australia when she bagged four medals,
two ofthem gold.She was the first Indian woman to bag a
commonwealth table tennis individual gold medal in CWG
2018.Having begun playing at the age of4,in 2011,she won
the silver medal in the under-21 category ofthe Chile Open.
She represented India at the 2014 Commonwealth Games at
Glasgow,where she finished quarterfinalist,as well as the
2014 Asian Games.She won three medals,which included 
silver and bronze,at the 2015 Commonwealth Table Tennis
Championships.She won three gold at the 2016 South Asian
Games.She currently holds an ITTF ranking of38.

SATURDAY, JULY 23, 2022

A 215-strong Indian contingent will be looking to lay their hands on medals at the B irmingham
Commonwealth Games 2022, scheduled to be held from July 28 to August 8. Seen as one of the
strongest squads ever from India, they will be hoping to improve on the performance at the 2018

Games when we finished third. A look at some medal hopefuls…

NEERAJ CHOPRA |JAVELIN THROWER
Chopra made history on August 7,2021 by winning 
India’s first-ever gold medal in athletics at the Tokyo
Olympics.In June 2022 he made a spectacular return to
competition with a stunning throw of89.30m shattering
his national record and placing him second at the Paavo
Nurmi Games in Turku,Finland.The 24-year-old nearly
touched the coveted 90m mark.Chopra achieved No 2 spot
in World Athletics.A Junior Commissioned Officer (JCO)
in the Indian Army,he is also the first track and field 
athlete from India to win at the IAAF World U20 
Championships,where in 2016 he achieved a world 
under-20 record throw of86.48 m,becoming the first 
Indian athlete to set a world record.

LAKSHYA SEN |BADMINTON PLAYER 
Currently holding the 10th position in Badminton World
Federation Ranking,he won a silver medal at the 
prestigious All England Open Badminton Championships
2022.This 20-year-old from Almora,a small hill station
in Uttarakhand,is also the youngest Indian badminton
player to qualify for World Tour Finals.He reached the
World Championships semi-finals in 2021,where he won
a bronze medal.He tasted his first glory after winning
the Swiss Junior International,in 2014.In 2016,he
clinched the bronze medal at Junior Asian 
Championship and silver at the 2018 Youth Olympics,
and in the same year,he bagged the bronze medal at the
BWF Junior World Championships.

JOSHNA CHINAPPA |SQUASH PLAYER
She won the women’s double title at the World Doubles
Championship in Glasgow,2022.She became the first Asian
squash champion from India after winning gold at the 2017
Women’s Asian Individual Squash Championships.Ear-
lier in 2014,Joshna made history by winning the gold medal
at the Commonwealth Games,in the women’s  double,
which was also India’s first-ever squash medal in the CWG.
This champion started playing squash at the tender age
ofseven.In 2000,Joshna won her first junior and senior
national championship titles and became the youngest
player to hold both titles at the age of14.She was the first
Indian to win the British Junior Squash Championship
title in 2005 in the under-19 category and was also the
youngest Indian women’s national champion.

NIKHAT ZAREEN |BOXER
This 25-year-old boxer from Telangana started boxing at the
age of13.Breaking the stereotype at such a tender age,she
proved that she is no less than any man.After winning 
multiple national and international championships and 
battling an injury comeback,Nikhat proved her metal,when
she clinched the gold medal in the 52 kg category at the Women’s
World Championship 2022,thus becoming the fifth Indian
women boxer to win a gold medal at the World Championship.
Having missed the 2018 Commonwealth Games due to an 
injury,Nikhat will be making her maiden Commonwealth
Games appearance in Birmingham.

RONALDO SINGH |CYCLIST 
Hailing from Manipur,this 20-year-old professional 
cyclist is the talk ofthe town as he has brought 
different glory to the country in cycling.Laitonjam 
Ronaldo started cycling at a very young age of14 and came
into the limelight in 2019 after he bagged a gold medal at
the Asian Track Cycling Championships,which was held
in Incheon in South Korea.Bagging a bronze medal,in
June 2022,at the World Junior Champion,he won the
country’s first-ever international medal in the 1km Time
Trial event.He scripted history after he won a silver medal
in the sprint event at the Asian Cycling Championships
2022.With the victory,he became the first Indian cyclist
to win a silver medal at the Asian Track Championship.
This will be his first time at the CWGs.

AVINASH SABLE |STEEPLECHASE ATHLETE
Sable is an Indian athlete who specialises in 3000 metres
steeplechase.He finished 11th in the men’s 3000m 
steeplechase final at the World Athletics Championship 2022
at Oregan,USA,clocking a time of8:31.75s.He holds the 
national record of8:12.48,set at the 2022 Rabat Diamond
League,and was the fastest in the world in 2022 until then.
It was the ninth time he had set the national record.He was
the fastest non-qualifier in the steeplechase at the 2020 Sum-
mer Olympics,placing 7th with a record timing of8:18.12.
Sable won the silver medal at the 2019 Asian  Athletics Cham-
pionships in Doha,his debut international event,with a
timing of8:30.19.On October 1,2019,he again broke his own
national record at the World Championships where he ran
8:25.23 in the heats.

“I believe in the impossible because no one else does.”
Florence Griffith Joyner, former athlete
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